
Take control of 
your mobile data
Telstra Mobile Usage Management

In today’s connected workplace, employees need constant access to data and applications to work effectively. To 
achieve this, employees have been given unrestricted access to websites at any time on their mobile device. These 
devices, however, are being used for both business and personal applications, and the increasing activity can 
sometimes cause data allowances to drain quickly from non-business type usage, but more significantly, cause 
compliance issues through inappropriate use. 

Mature “Mobile First” companies are looking for ways to maintain the flexibility that these devices offer so 
employees can continue to work productively from outside the office, whilst controlling non-business activities so 
they are still governed by acceptable use policies and do not strain corporate data plans.

Telstra’s Mobile Usage Management service offers your organisation the ability to apply real-time, consistent fair 
data consumption and internet usage policies for your remote users so that you can manage data consumption 
effectively and enforce acceptable online behaviour with intelligent content filtering rules.

How it works

With analytics and detailed reporting, Telstra’s Mobile Usage Management service gives actionable insights into 
your data consumption, enabling you to set policies and add rules to ensure your remote users only access the 
sites, applications and services they need. 



Why Telstra

Telstra is a fully integrated mobility managed service provider that brings together devices, plans, 
security, endpoint lifecycle management, professional and managed services on Australia’s best 
mobile network. Working with Telstra offers you a range of possibilities and options. 

Access to trusted expertise  
Work with Telstra’s team of more than 500 skilled data scientists, DevOps, business and 
security analysts to help secure your business.    

Benefit from the best of global technology  
Telstra partners with leading security providers to make sure your business gets the best 
the industry has to offer.  

Eliminate excessive data usage 
With real-time analytics and detailed reporting, you can get a firm grip on data consumption 
and help prevent bill shock by capping and limiting non-business data usage.

Control Acceptable Use and Shadow IT 
By ensuring that your remote users only access the sites, applications and services they’re 
supposed to, you will comply with any company policy on acceptable use.

Key Features

Fully customisable 
Set policies that apply to different groups 
in different circumstances, and switch 
devices from one policy setting to another 
with ease. Tailor policies by different 
device types or geographies.

Capping and alerts 
Configure caps for when data usage 
thresholds are reached. Set up fully 
customisable, real-time alerts and 
notifications for all your users and admins.

Content filtering 
Set rules to ensure only acceptable 
websites can be accessed, and that 
data usage is compliant with your 
company policy.

Compression 
Tackle rising data consumption 
effectively. Cut usage by compressing 
data in real-time, without cutting down 
the performance or productivity.

Benefits

To truly mobilise and help secure your business,  
contact your Telstra Client Executive.


